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Introduction

This document describes the alerts and notifications provided by the European Medicines
Verification System (EMVS) to stakeholders, including National Medicines Verification Organisations
(NMVOs), the European Medicines Verification Organisation (EMVO) and European Hub on-boarding
partners (OBPs). Ultimately, it describes notifications for exceptions which mainly concerned the
detection of Potential Suspect Falsification packs.
The document is based on a document (EMVS0670 EMVS National System NMVO Alerts and
Notifications) which explains alerts and notifications from the perspective of NMVOs operated by
Solidsoft Reply. It extends the original content to support multiple perspectives, including the
national systems operated by Arvato, the European Hub, EMVO and OBPs.
The document at hand describes the alerting requirements specified by the European stakeholders
for systems that operate as part of the EMVS, and it is the result of a joint work between EMVO, the
Blueprint System providers and the NMVOs to support the harmonisation of alerts across the EMVS.
Readers can use this document to identify the triggers that may result in the EMVS issuing alerts for
Potential Suspect Falsification packs, and to understand additional process of notifications and
reports concerning suspicious activities and events. Readers may also use this information to design
processes and procedures for investigation and handling of Potential Suspect Falsification packs and
other scenarios where suspicious activity is detected.

2.

Glossary

Term

Description

Alert

An alert is an exception which is deemed as critical and therefore should be
notified. Alerts therefore produce notifications.

Alert Identifier /
Alert ID

An identifier for a single instance of an alert. One pack can be associated with
one or many Alert IDs. This term is commonly called by "Unique Alert Return
Code" (UPRC), which is physically associated with medicinal packs as part of a
returns process.
Application Programming Interface. An agreed protocol that allows client and
server software to communicate through requests and responses.
A characteristic of an exception that describes a need for timely awareness of
its occurrence. It relates with a potential suspect falsification pack.
A pharmacy, healthcare or wholesaler organisation that connects to a
National System for the purpose of verifying, decommissioning or
reactivating unique identifiers.
A value assigned to exceptions to describe the scope of communication of
any notification provided for the exception.
An event that disrupts the normal flow of a process.
Intermarket Transaction. An IMT is initiated when a National System is unable
to locate a unique identifier in its local records, but where the unique
identifier may exist in another National System. The National System in the

API
Critical
End user

Escalation Level
Exception
IMT
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‘initiating’ market makes a request to the European Hub which forwards the
request on another National System where appropriate. This second National
System represents the ‘fulfilling’ market.
Market Authorisation Holder. A legal entity that is authorised by a medicines
regulatory organisation to place a specific product on one or more national
markets for sale in that market(s).
Where a system in the EMVS provides information to a recipient informing
them of the occurrence of an exception.
On-Boarding Partner. A company or organisation that represents the
affiliated entities that hold marketing authorization for products for which
the OBP uploads product and pack data to the European Hub.
A medical product pack that may deliberately or fraudulently misrepresent its
identity, source or history.
Administrator for the European Hub or the National Systems (NMVOs).
Functionality of the EU-Hub which allows the OBPs to upload a specific
product record.
This transactional data is associated with the upload of batches and serial
numbers.
A report that contains all information about a pack from creation, including
all verification events and status changes, and comprises data from the
National Systems audit trails only.
The unique identifier shall be considered as the combination of product code,
serial number, batch number and batch expiry date.
An internal identifier of an EMVS system operation which is unique and
allows the system administrators to investigate in case of potential suspect
falsification cases.

Understanding Alerts

Alerts produce notifications about events that occur within the EMVS. The EMVS defines many types
of event, but only a subset of these result in alert notifications.
•
•
•

An event is something which occurs within an EMVS process which is of interest. It is
recorded in an audit trail so that it can be reported, investigated or analysed.
Some events represent exceptions that occur within the EMVS. An exception is an event that
disrupts the normal flow of a process.
Notifications are exceptions that communicate the event data recorded in the audit trail to
one or more recipients.

EMVS systems may send notifications by email or programmatically via an Application Programming
Interface (API).
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If the exception is critical, an alert is raised, and the notification may contain an Alert ID1.
EMVS systems record Alert IDs in their audit trails to:
•

•

Enable traceability between individual medicinal packs and related exception information. In
this case, the Alert ID is termed a Unique Pack Return Code (UPRC). An end-user can
physically associate the UPRC with the pack.
Support the retrieval of report data that describe the specific exception and any associated
events2.

The EMVS defines a list of escalation levels. These levels reflect the classification and severity of the
exception. Specifically, the escalation level defines the scope of communication of any notification.
The following escalation levels are defined in the URS:
Level Description
1
The EMVS does not inform any participant or stakeholder about the exception. An L1
notification is associated with an exception that the system can handle by itself, for
instance an internal exception which follows a retry policy. No participant or stakeholder
needs to be notified.
2
The EMVS informs the initiator of the transaction about the exception. Upon an
occurrence of an occurrence of an exception, if the initiator of the transaction is notified,
that notification will be an L2. Examples include exceptions raised when an OBP provides
an invalid session toke, or a pharmacist inputs incorrect manual data, resulting in the
national system requesting the user to retry.
3
The EMVS notifies the system administrator about the exception. This is generally the
system administrator for the system in which the exception is initially handled before any
propagation. For example, if a transaction is initiated by an end-user and the product
code is not found within the EMVS, the national system will notify the relevant national
organisation. This is an L3 notification.
4
The EMVS notifies system administrators of more than one system about the exception.
This generally includes a system administrator for the system in which the exception is
initially handled before the exception is propagated to other systems. For example, a
national system may notify a National System administrator about an exception and then
propagate the exception to the European Hub which notifies the European Hub
administrator. If a pack is verified in a specific national system and the serial number is
not found against the product code in the verification, the national system will notify the
national organisation about this occurrence, but it will also notify the European Hub
which will inform the EMVO.
5
The EMVS notifies other stakeholders about the exception. An example of an L5 could be
the next step of the occurrence described in the level above. In that situation, the
European Hub will also inform the product owner that an unknown serial number has
been verified. This is a case of an L5 notification.
1

The URS requires that each alert ID is unique but does not specify the format.
OBPs and system administrators (EMVO, NMVOs) can request a Pack Disclosure Report (PDR) for any one
alert ID.
2
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Table 1: EMVS Exception Escalation Levels

Do not assume that the term ‘system administrator’ refers to technical administrators. It may refer
to designated staff at the EMVO or an NMVO that are charged with monitoring alerts. ‘Other
stakeholders’ may refer to manufacturers, parallel distributors or other organisations, or to National
Competent Authorities.
The EMVS may produce any notification at one or more levels. The URS describes multiple levels of
escalation for exceptions in Part IV.
The diagram that follows describes the relationship between alerts, exceptions, events and
escalation levels and illustrates how the EMVS applies the escalation model when a potential
falsified pack in detected at a national level3 during a process initiated by an end-user.

Figure 1: Events, Exceptions and Alerts (from a transaction initiated by an end-user)

Any of these may include an Alert ID4. The alerts identified within the URS represent Potential
Suspect Falsification packs. In most cases, these alerts can produce notifications at Levels 2, 3, 4 and
55. The fact that the box which relates with the Level 2 notifications is associated with the Alerts red
box, does not mean that there are alerts within the EMVS which can produce only Level 2
notifications. The rationale behind the escalation levels is associated with the question “who should
be notified about the occurrence of a specific event?”. In case of an alert, this occurrence will
produce not only a level 5 notification, but also a level 2, 3 and 4. In the instance of a pack which is
3

For exceptions raised in the Hub, Level 3 results in notification sent to EMVO. Currently, there is no
mechanism for the European Hub to propagate exceptions to national systems. However, the Hub escalates
exceptions raised and propagated by national systems to levels 4 and 5.
4
Alert IDs may also be included as additional information in exceptions escalated at Level 2.
5
The one exception is the alert escalated by national systems at Levels 2 and 3, only, when a duplicate unique
identifier is detected within a ‘bulk-of-pack’ request. See URS Part IV, section 7.2.2.1.
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verified but the serial number is not found in the data repository, the initiator will be notified (Level
2), but also the national organisation (Level 3). The national system will inform the European Hub of
this alert which is configured to inform both the EMVO (Level 4) and the product owner (Level 5).
Alerts can produce Level 5 notifications. This document provides a description of all notifications in
accordance with the initial assignment of escalation levels in the URS, together with any additional
potential falsified pack alerts identified in the URS. These assignments are subject to change and
may be modified over time.
All exceptions are logged in an audit trail in the system in which they occur. The system monitors the
occurrence of exceptions and escalates those exceptions according to the definitions of the EMVS
URS6. The rules state which exceptions are to be propagated to the European Hub. When the
European Hub receives the propagated exception, it logs it in its audit trail. The exception
notification service implemented by the European Hub then escalates the exception according to its
own rules. The escalation rules in the European Hub operate independently of escalation rules in
National Systems. The European Hub therefore controls which propagated national system
exceptions are escalated to Levels 4 and 5. Exception levels are configurable and may change over
time.
When an alert is raised within a National System, it produces a notification of this alert to designated
staff within the NMVO (escalated at Level 3). If an alert is raised for a transaction initiated by an enduser, the National System returns a response to the client system informing it of the potential
falsification of a medicinal pack within the client organisation’s procession (escalated at Level 2).
The National System produces a notification of this alert to the European Hub. However, the
National System may not propagate all alerts to the European Hub. The European Hub produces a
notification of this alert to designated staff within the EMVO (escalated at Level 4), and also to onboarding partners (OBPs) including manufacturers and parallel distributors (escalated at Level 5).
The diagram below illustrates the flow of alerts within the EMVS7. The green arrows indicate the
initiation of transactions within the system. Red arrows illustrate the escalation routes.

6

See URS Part IV, section 2. ‘Configuration’ refers to the ability of system administrators to modify the
assignment of exception levels.
7
The diagram assumes a logical exception notification service that monitors the audit trail for new exceptions.
This reflects the implementation of the European Hub, but does not imply any requirements concerning the
specific implementation approach in a national system.
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Figure 2: Level 5 Exceptions and Notifications

Alert notifications may be sent to one or more recipients at any one level of escalation. Alerts for the
NMVO and EMVO are sent via email. The recipient list is configurable. Alerts for manufacturers and
parallel distributors are sent via the programmatic API.

3.1 Potential Suspect Falsification Pack Alerts
The EMVS supports verification of packs of medicine at the point of dispense and elsewhere in the
supply chain. This is its primary purpose. It detects packs that may be falsified and informs end-users
or OBPs throughout the supply chain, so that they do not supply those packs to members of the
public without conducting an investigation. 8

8

It is not in scope of this document to describe the different recommended steps to be considered in case a
pack is flagged as “Potential Suspect Falsification”. One may consul the document EMVO_0306_Guideline for
EMVO and NMVO stakeholders_alert handling process for this purpose.
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Figure 3: Product Flow

The European Hub does not store the unique identifiers associated with individual packs. Only
National Systems store unique identifiers. When a National System detects conditions that indicate
the presence of a Potential Suspect Falsification pack in the supply chain, it raises an Alert and
associates it with a unique alert identifier. This is called ‘raising an alert’.
National Systems handle requests to:
•
•
•
•

Verify unique identifiers.
Mark unique identifiers as supplied.
Decommission unique identifiers.
Reactivate previously supplied or decommissioned unique identifiers.

These requests are initiated by the following:
Table 2: Transaction Initiation

End-user system
EVA
OBP system
European Hub

National System

An end-user client system connected to the National System.
The Emergency Verification Application (EVA) which each National System is
required to provide by law.
European Hub on-boarding partner’s client system. The request is
communicated via the European Hub.
The European Hub. This occurs when a National System informs the Hub of
a change to the state of a unique identifier for product that is authorised for
sale in multiple markets.
Another National System. The request is communicated via the European
Hub as an intermarket transaction (IMT).
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For each request, National Systems 9 first check that the product code exists. If it does, the National
System performs the following checks on the unique identifier:
•
•
•

Does the serial number exist for the given product code?
Is the serial number associated with the given batch identifier?
Does the expiry date in the unique identifier match the batch expiry date?

Alerts may be raised by the National System if any of these three tests fail.
If a request is made to change the current state of the unique identifier (e.g., to decommission the
unique identifier), the National System applies additional business logic to determine if the
requested state change is valid. If the National System determines that the state change is invalid, it
may raise an alert. These alerts can be listed under two categories:
•
•

The unique identifier is already in the requested state.
The state change could not be performed.

There is one additional situation where National Systems may raise potential falsified pack alerts. If a
request is received for a list of unique identifiers (a ‘bulk of pack’ request), and the list contains
duplicate unique identifiers, the National System will raise an alert. The alert notification is sent to
the NMVO, only, as a Level 3 alert. It is not communicated to the European Hub.
In summary, there are seven types of exception that represent potential falsified pack alerts. These
can be grouped into three categories as follows:
Pack Identifier
#A2
Batch not found (IMT only)
#A3
Pack not found
#A68
Batch number mismatch
#A52
Expiry date mismatch
Pack State
#A7
Pack already in requested state
#A24
Status change could not be performed
Other
#A32
Duplicate serial number
Table 3: Potential Falsified Pack Alert Exceptions

Each exception in the above table is identified by a unique ‘#’ number. These exceptions form a
subset of the EMVS ‘Application’ exceptions, and the exception numbers therefore start with ‘#A’.
Whenever a National System detects the possible existence of a potential falsified pack in the supply
chain, it escalates the exception. In addition, the EMVS marks the exception internally as an instance
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of a potential falsified pack10 exception. The exception represents a potential falsified pack because
the EMVS can never determine the falsified status of the medicinal pack with absolute certainty.
Each potential falsified pack alert type may have several possible root causes. The pack may not
actually be falsified.
The EMVS can only perform the following tests when deciding if it should raise a potential falsified
medicine exception:
•
•
•

•

4.

Compare the reported unique identifier with records stored within the EMVS.
Compare the current pack state recorded in the system with the requested pack state
change.
Inspect the request to determine if it represents manual data entry. The rules that
determine if an alert must be raised may differ whether the transaction is initiated via an
automatic scan or a manual data entry. It is a requirement that in specific circumstances
alerts are only raised if the incorrect entry continues beyond a limit set on a national level.
When reactivating a pack, consider if the client system reports that the pack is believed to
be supplied or decommissioned for some other reason11.

Transactions, Operations and Alerts

Section 3.1 describes the request types that may result in the EMVS raising potential falsified pack
alerts. When a valid request is made to an EMVS system, it performs some operation. The EMVS
operations that correspond to the request types listed in section 3.1 may support single pack and
bulk-of-pack requests.
When a request is made, the EMVS system creates a unique transaction to represent that single
request. A transaction represents a unit of work performed by an EMVS system. A transaction may
be initiated by an OBP connected to the European Hub, or an end-user connected to a National
System or by a user of the Emergency Verification Application (EVA) which each National System is
required to provide by law.

4.1 European Hub Operations
The following European Hub operations may result in potential falsified pack alerts.
10

The URS uses the term ‘counterfeit’ instead of ‘falsified’. The URS glossary states that “the term
‘counterfeit’ is used in the sense of ‘falsified medicines pack’”. This reflects an outdated WHO definition of the
term ‘counterfeit’. For EMA’s definitions of the terms ‘falsified’ and ‘counterfeit’, see

http://www.ema.europa.eu/ema/index.jsp?curl=pages/special_topics/general/general_content_00
0186.jsp. These definitions conform to the modern WHO working definitions agreed and published in May
2017. See https://www.who.int/medicines/regulation/ssffc/A70_23-en1.pdf?ua=1.
11

Part IV of the URS implies that client system users must state their belief regarding the reason the pack was
decommissioned when requesting that the unique identifier is reactivated. If the wrong belief is stated, an
alert is raised. At the time of writing, the Arvato system requires the belief to be stated (by selecting between
different operations). The Solidsoft Reply system does not. EMVO to raise an EMVS change to guarantee that
the two blueprint systems are harmonised in this regard.
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Description
Instructs the European Hub to initiate verification of a set of one or
more product packs against a National System. This operation
returns the current state of each pack.
Instructs the European Hub to distribute a change of product pack
state to one or more product packs. Clients operating on behalf of
an OBP may decommission ACTIVE packs and they may set packs in
a decommissioned state to ACTIVE if they previously
decommissioned the pack.

Table 4: European Hub Operations for Potential Falsified Pack Medicine Alerts

4.2 National System Operations
The following National System operations may result in potential falsified pack alerts. This document
provides an abstract list of operations based on the URS. National System of different types may
represent these operations in a proprietary fashion.
Operation
Verify single pack
Verify bulk-of-pack
Supply single pack

Supply bulk-of-pack12

Decommission single
pack

Decommission
bulk-of-pack

Reintroduce

Description
Performs verification of a single unique identifier. This operation
returns the current state of the pack.
Performs verification of a list of unique identifiers. This operation
returns the current state of each pack.
Performs verification of a single unique identifier and assesses if the
unique identifier can be decommissioned by reason of being
supplied.
Performs verification of a list of unique identifiers and assesses if
each unique identifier can be decommissioned by reason of being
supplied.
Performs verification of a single unique identifier and assesses if the
unique identifier can be decommissioned by reason of being
exported, provided as a sample, provided as a free sample, marked
for destruction, recorded as stolen or temporarily marked as locked
(quarantined).
Performs verification of a list of unique identifiers and assesses if
each unique identifier can be decommissioned by reason of being
exported, provided as a sample, provided as a free sample, marked
for destruction, recorded as stolen or temporarily marked as locked
(quarantined).
Performs verification of a single unique identifier, determines if the
unique identifier is currently decommissioned by reason of being
supplied and assesses if the unique identifier can be reactivated.

12

Supply of bulk-of-packs is not listed as a use case in the URS. However, the EMVO has indicated that
National Systems can implement support for this operation in order to support certain scenarios (e.g., supply
in a hospital).
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Performs verification of a list of unique identifiers, determines if the
unique identifiers are currently decommissioned by reason of being
supplied and assesses if each unique identifier can be reactivated.
Performs verification of a single unique identifier, determines if the
unique identifier is currently decommissioned for any reason other
than being supplied and assesses if it can be reactivated.
Performs verification of a list of unique identifiers, determines if the
unique identifiers are currently decommissioned for any reason
other than being supplied and assesses if each unique identifier can
be reactivated.

Table 5: National System Operations for Potential Falsified Pack Alerts

4.3 Transactions across the EMVS
Transactions can be initiated by client systems connected to either the European Hub or a National
System. The European Hub distributes pack data to National Systems based on the product master
data uploaded in the data repository. The product master data is distributed to the different
countries based on the market authorisation, however it is the OBP which ultimately sets the
markets where a specific product is intended to be distributed. Because the European Hub does not
store pack identifiers, National Systems must perform verification and pack state change operations
even when the request is made to the European Hub by an OBP.
In some cases, National Systems may need to perform additional requests to the European Hub
when performing an operation. If a single-pack transaction is initiated within a National System for a
pack containing the unique identifier whose product code and serial number are not identical to a
unique identifier stored in the national system data repository14, the National System requests an
inter-market transaction (IMT) via the European Hub, searching for the pack record in another
market in which the batch is authorised.
Transactions exist within a single system. If one system makes an additional request to another
system, the second system creates a separate transaction. These separate transactions in different
systems are related. For example, when a National System initiates an IMT, the Hub creates a
transaction to manage the IMT operation and then makes a call to a national system which creates a
third transaction. Because IMT is a synchronous operation, the second and third transactions are
only current during the period that the first transaction is current. These inner transactions are
contained in the outer transaction created by the initiating National System.

13

Reintroduce bulk-of-packs is not listed as a use case in the URS.
This can also occur when the product code exists in the National System but the batch identifier is not found.
See Appendix D: IMT and Retrospective Uploading for further information.
14
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Figure 3: Requests, Transactions and Operations

4.4 Transactions initiated by OBPs
The European Hub maintains a complete catalogue of all products, including the product code and
market authorisation for each product. It also stores batch identifiers for each batch uploaded by
OBPs.
When a transaction is initiated by an OBP, and the product code and batch identifier exist within the
European Hub database, the European Hub makes a corresponding request against one of the
National Systems. If the product is authorised in multiple markets, the European Hub dynamically
selects15 a market in which the product is authorised, and the batch exists. The European Hub
ensures that over time, transactions are balanced over each National System in which the product is
authorised.
If an alert within the National System produces a Level 5 notification, the National System will inform
the European Hub which will in turn, inform the OBP client system. From the perspective of the
National System, the European Hub is the initiator of the transaction. The National System will send
an email notification to designated NMVO staff and send the exception to the European Hub. From
the perspective of the European Hub, the OBP is the initiator of the transaction. The European Hub
will log the exception, send an email notification to the EMVO and alert the OBP via a call-back to
the OBP client system.

15

As from the release 1.7
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Figure 4: Initiated by OBP. Potential Falsified Pack Detected.

In some scenarios, the European Hub may also raise Level 5 alerts without performing a request to a
National System. The European Hub will log the exception, send an email notification to the EMVO
and alert the OBP via a call-back to the OBP client system. For example, if a parallel distributor
attempts to verify and decommission an original pack before repackaging its contents, and the
European Hub does not have any reference of this batch, a potential falsified alert will be raised.

Figure 5: Initiated by OBP. Potential Falsified Pack Detected at European Hub.

4.5 Transactions initiated by end-user client systems
When a transaction is initiated by a pharmacy or wholesaler client system and a Level 5 alert occurs
within the National System, the National System will log the exception, inform the client system,
send an email notification to designated NMVO staff and send the exception to the European Hub.
The European Hub will log the exception, send an email notification to the EMVO and alert the OBP
via a call-back to the OBP client system.
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Figure 6: Initiated by end-user. Potential Falsified Pack Detected.

In some cases, when an exception is raised by a National System, it may not be transmitted to the
European Hub. For example, if the client system submits a list of unique identifiers for a bulk-of-pack
request, and the list contains duplicate unique identifiers, the National System raises a Level 3 alert,
but only alerts the NMVO.

Figure 7: Initiated by End-user. NMVO-Only Alert.

If the transaction concerns a pack containing a unique identifier whose product code and serial
number are not identical to a unique identifier stored in the National System, the National System
will initiate an intermarket transaction via the European Hub. The European Hub will select a market
in which the product and batch has been uploaded to fulfil the request. If any exception is
encountered in the fulfilling National System, that National System will send the response to the
European Hub. The European Hub will route it back to the initiating National System, which shall
raise the alert in accordance with the response encountered. In case of an L5 Alert, the fulfilling
National System shall produce a notification of that alert to the European Hub and an email
notification to the National Organisation of the fulfilling National System. The European Hub will log
the exception, send an email notification to the EMVO and alert the manufacturer or parallel
distributor via a call-back to the OBP. The results of the transaction, including the UPRC will be
returned to the initiating National System in the market in which the pack is physically located. The
initiating market system will inform the client system. The initiating National System currently does
not inform the local NMVO about the alert raised.
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Figure 8: IMT. Potential Falsified Pack Detected in Another Market

In the IMT scenario, the transaction can be stopped directly at the EU-Hub. In this case there will be
no interaction with any fulfilling market. This may happen if the batch identifier cannot be found in
the European Hub. The exception is returned to the initiating National System which may raise a
second alert as if the exception had occurred in the National System.16

16

In an IMT, within the origination market, the exception returned from the inner transaction in the fulfilling
market has the same Unique Transaction ID as the exception arising from the outer transaction in the
origination market.
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Figure 9: IMT. Batch Identifier Not Found in European Hub

4.6 Transactions initiated by the European Hub
For multi-market packs if the state is changed in one market, this state change is communicated via
the European Hub to all other markets where the product and batch have been uploaded. In normal
operation, pack state update requests for multi-market packs will only be passed to the European
Hub if no exception occurs. No exception should arise in any of the other market systems if the state
has been previously synchronised correctly.
There is a possibility that if for some reason a pack state change for a multi-market pack is accepted
in one market, a Level 5 exception is caused in another market. In this scenario, the European Hub is
the initiator of the transaction. The European Hub makes requests to each National System in which
the product is authorised, except the National System that reported the state change. If a Level 5
exception occurs within any of the target market systems, the National System will send a
notification to designated NMVO staff in the target market and send the exception to the European
Hub. The European Hub will log the exception, send an email notification to the EMVO and alert the
manufacturer or parallel distributor via a call-back to the on-boarding partner (OBP).

Figure 10: National System: Potential Falsified Pack Detected in Another Market

5.

Unique Pack Return Codes

National Systems generate a unique alert identifier (Alert ID) whenever they detect a potential
falsified pack. The EMVS includes the Alert ID in the corresponding Level 5 notification sent to
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stakeholders, and also in any Level 2 response to a client system. When a National System returns an
Alert ID in the response to an end-user client system, it is referred to as a Unique Pack Return Code
(UPRC). This term conforms to the expectation stated in the URS that pharmacists and wholesalers
will implement a returns process when handling packs that the National System deems to be
potentially falsified pack.
The European Hub transmits a notification to the on-boarding partner for most potential falsified
pack alerts. This notification contains the UPRC. The URS states that this identifier will be used to
associate the physical pack to the alerting event
If a pack is scanned multiple times, the National System may create multiple UPRCs for the same
pack. Each UPRC will be sent to the European Hub to be routed to the manufacturer as part of an
alert notification. It is only necessary to associate one UPRC with the physical pack.

6.

Notifiable Exceptions

Each application-level exception within the European Hub is designated internally by a ‘#A’ identifier
(e.g., #A3). These identifiers represent the type, or cause, of each exception. Each potential falsified
pack exception type has a different ‘#A’ identifier. The European Hub also uses #A99 as an internal
exception identifier when logging the detection of a potential suspect falsification pack. For this
reason, potential falsified pack alerts are sometimes called #A99 exceptions. In effect, #A99
represents the category of potential falsified pack exceptions.
When a National System sends a potential falsified pack exception to the European Hub, it does not
use #A99. It always passes the specific exception identifier. The European Hub independently
determines, according with specifications, if the exception represents the detection of a potential
falsified pack.
In the table below, #A99 indicates that the National System has determined the exception
represents a potential falsified pack. This is a convention. A National System may not actually use the
#A99 identifier internally.
The following exception types occur in National Systems and result in notifiable exceptions:
Type

Description

#A1
#A2
#A3
#A7

Product not found
Batch not found
Pack not found
Pack already in requested
state
Status change could not be
performed
Duplicate serial number
Expiry date mismatch

#A24
#A32
#A52
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Table 6: National System notifiable exceptions.

7.

Batch Identifiers and Unique Identifiers in the European Hub

Unique identifiers are composed of four elements18. These are the product code, serial number
batch (lot) identifier and expiry date. Delegated Regulation EU 2016/161 (Article 11) states that a
unique identifier is considered authentic when the EMVS contains an active unique identifier with a
product code and serial number that are identical to those of the unique identifier being verified.
The EMVS includes additional validation tests to ensure that the batch identifier and expiry date
recorded in the EMVS match the reported data for the pack.
A pack is uniquely identified by the product code and serial number. The EMVS locates the correct
record using these values. If the EMVS retrieves the record, it has effectively authenticated the
unique identifier according to Article 11 of the Delegated Regulation. The EMVS additionally
performs verification tests based on the batch identifier and expiry date. However, when performing
manual data entry, client systems only need to report the product code and serial number to the
National System.19
The European Hub stores product codes and batch identifiers but does not store serial numbers, and
therefore cannot directly verify unique identifiers. When a request is made to the European Hub to
verify or decommission a unique identifier, the European Hub must hand off the request to a
National System that stores the unique identifier. It must select an appropriate National System to
perform the verification. It does this by determining the markets in which the product and batch are
authorised for sale, and then selecting one of the markets to perform the verification.
Market authorisation for any one product can change over time. For this reason, the European Hub
maintains versions of Product Master Data (PMD). Each version may have a different set of target
markets representing the list of market authorisations current at the time the version was created.
Every time an OBP uploads batch data for a list of unique identifiers, the batch record is linked to a
specific version of the product master data.
When the European Hub receives a request to verify or decommission a unique identifier, it resolves
the correct version of the product master data to determine the list of markets in which the product
was authorised for sale at the time the batch was uploaded. These are the markets to which the
batch and packs data was sent at the time the OBP uploaded the data. To do this, the European Hub

17

At the time of writing, no uses of an #A66 alert have been identified.
Some markets include a fifth element containing a national number.
19
It is recommended, in some cases, the use of the batch number due to some national systems being highly
dependent on IMT operations. If the batch number is not included in the request, the pack may not be
dispensed, once the European Hub cannot orchestrate the process and find a fulfilling national system.
18
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must use the batch identifier. The batch identifier must be provided for an intermarket transaction
to succeed, and cannot be treated as optional.
The European Hub handles requests to verify or decommission unique identifiers in two scenarios,
depending on the requester:
a) when an OBP makes a request to verify or decommission one or more unique identifiers
b) when a National System performs an Inter-Market Transaction (IMT)
The European Hub can only retrieve the unique identifier using the batch identifier together with the
product code and serial number. It matches the batch identifier and product code against its own
records. If the batch is identified for the given product, the batch identifier is used to retrieve the list
of target markets at the time the OBP uploaded the batch data. The European Hub can then hand off
the request to one of the target markets.
If the EMVS fails to locate the unique identifier for requests made to the European Hub, the
European Hub may raise one of the following exceptions:
Table 7: European Hub Exceptions - Unique Identifier Not Located

Error
#A1 Product Not Found
#A2

Batch Not Found

Description
The product code does not exist in the European Hub and therefore is
unknown to the EMVS.
The product code exists in the European Hub, but the batch identifier
does not exist. This indicates that the OBP did not upload the batch to
the European Hub, and therefore the serial number cannot be
located.

A #A2 exception is logically equivalent to a #A3 exception. Both indicate that the serial number was
not found. These exceptions therefore both represent a potential falsified pack and result in an alert.
In the case of an IMT, the exception is returned to the initiating National System which raises the
alert.

8.

Alert Recipients

Alert notifications are sent to stakeholders in accordance with configurable rules in the European
Hub and National Systems. These rules can be amended and changed over time. Alerts are sent via
email and call-backs to designated aliases. The following tables describe the recipient rules in
accordance with requirements in the URS.
Table 8: Alerts For NMVO Designated Staff

Type

Description

#A1
#A2
#A3

Product not found
Batch not found
Pack not found
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Table 9: Alerts For EMVO Designated Staff20

Type

Description

#A2
#A3
#A7
#A24
#A52
#A54
#A66
#A68

Batch not found
Pack not found
Pack already in requested state
Status change could not be performed
Expiry date mismatch
Insufficient Randomisation of Serial Numbers
Unknown error
Batch identifier mismatch

Potential Suspect Falsification
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔

Table 10: Alerts For On-Boarding Partners (OBPs)

Type

Description

#A2
#A3
#A7
#A24
#A52
#A54

Batch not found
Pack not found
Pack already in requested state
Status change could not be performed
Expiry date mismatch
Insufficient Randomisation of Serial
Numbers
Unknown error
Batch identifier mismatch

#A66
#A68

9.

Potential Suspect Falsification
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔

Confirmation and Investigation

The Delegated Regulation requires manufacturers, wholesalers and persons authorised or entitled to
supply medicinal products to the public to immediately inform the relevant competent authority if
20

At the time of writing, the European Hub is temporarily configured to prevent any of these
exceptions being sent to the EMVO. This change is part of the scope of release SR 1.7 planned for
the Q1 of 2020.
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they have reason to believe that the packaging of the medicinal product has been tampered with, or
the verification of the safety features of the medicinal product indicates that the product may not be
authentic.
All exceptions for Potential Suspect Falsification packs that occur in a given market are sent to the
NMVO. They are also sent to the European Hub, except for #A32 alerts. The European Hub alerts the
manufacturer of any potential falsified pack exception it handles. It also sends alerts to the EMVO.
Whenever an alert notification is sent to a manufacturer, the URS states that the manufacturer is
responsible for checking pack data and confirming the Suspect Falsification. The URS does not
describe any processes that stakeholder organisations should implement when responding to alerts
and notifications.
In most cases, The #A32 is triggered by duplicate upload of serial numbers initiated by OBPs, in those
cases, the system does not raise a potential falsified medicine alert. On the contrary, if the
transaction is initiated by a user which is connected with the national system, the #A32 error shall be
raised as an alert to the in a National System but not to the European Hub. The reason behind this is
that, in a bulk operation initiated by an end-user, when there is a duplicated pack in the request, it
should be considered as Potential Suspect Falsification pack. When an #A32 alert occurs within a
National System, the URS states that the wholesaler is required to have a procedure that describes
how to investigate the root cause for the duplicate serial numbers and how to handle potentially
falsified packs. It is also expected that each one of the packs receives a UPRC.
The URS does not provide any requirement to send alerts to National Competent Authorities (NCAs).

10.

Pack Disclosure, Reporting and Suspicious Activity Monitoring

The Pack Disclosure Report lists all audit points related to the product pack over its lifetime. It can be
requested by the product code owner, EMVO and NMVOs where the alert has occurred.
OBPs use an API provided by the European Hub to request the pack disclosure reports (PDR). When
the European Hub receives a PDR request from a client system, it makes a request to the relevant
National System to obtain the disclosure information. For multi-market packs, the European Hub will
request information from all markets in which the product is authorised.
PDRs can only be obtained using UPRCs. When an OBP requests a PDR, the European Hub performs a
check to ensure that the product is owned by the requiring organisation.
Each potential falsified pack exception contains the UPRC assigned by the National System. The
UPRC is used by alert recipients to obtain a Pack Disclosure Report (PDR) for the single pack
associated with the alert.
When an alert occurs while a fulfilling National System is processing an IMT request, the fulfilling
system raises the alert and generates the UPRC. The fulfilling National System is the one that makes
the decision to raise the alert. It has the accountability for the action and maintains the audit trail
containing the data required for the PDR. The European Hub requests PDR data only from those
markets to which it distributes product and pack data, including the fulfilling market but not the
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initiating market. Alerts provide several details that exist in the fulfilling market, but do not exist in
the initiating market. These include the product name, stored batch number and expiry date and the
current pack state.
The EMVO obtains PDRs via their administration portal. The portal connects to the European Hub via
the European Hub administration proxy service. NMVOs obtain PDRs via a portal provided by the
National System. NMVOs can only see pack disclosure information from their own National System.
If the audit data concerning a unique identifier cannot be found in the EMVS based on the product
code and the serial number, there will be no event data in the EMVS for that pack, and therefore the
PDR will be empty.
The primary purpose of a PDR is to allow OBPs to obtain the relevant data required to investigate a
potential falsified pack while avoiding the freedom to access audit trail data for any or all packs.
NMVOs also use this report to investigate potential incidents of falsification flagged by the EMVS.
NMVOs have access to the Product Pack Audit Trail. The URS describes this as ‘probably the most
important reporting data set’ in the EMVS. The audit trail can be used by NMVOs to access data for
any pack recorded in their own national system, regardless of the existence of any UPRC. When
investigating Potential Suspect Falsification packs, the potential falsification may have been
established elsewhere without involvement of the EMVS. For example, suspicion may arise due to
some aspect of the printing of the outer packaging, or for some other reason. Pack Disclosure
reports use the Product Pack Audit Trail to provide data. In case of a Potential Suspect Falsification
packs, for investigation purposes, the NMVOs can use the audit trail to obtain information for any
pack.
National Systems implement the I.1 (Audit Trail of a Suspected Medicinal Product Pack) report for
NCAs. This report may be obtained using the product code and serial number. The report contains
the history of events for a given pack starting from its initial upload. All local transactions related to
the pack, including upload, verifications, decommissions and reactivations, whether local or
intermarket will be shown along with details of the organisation that initiated each transaction. All
transactions are within the NCA’s jurisdiction.
In addition to the I.1. NCA report, National Systems implement a number of additional investigatory
reports (I.2. to I.5). These reports provide aggregated data for packs associated with a potential
falsified pack. These reports allow NCAs to look more broadly for suspicious activity for products
which are giving rise to concern. The reports are not limited to the creation of any alert, and so may
be used to search for patterns of suspicious activity, even where no potential falsified alert has been
raised.

11.

Verification and Pack State Change Operations

The most basic pack operation supported by a National System is pack identifier verification. When a
verification request is made to the National System, it searches its records to see if it contains a
record of the specified pack. If a pack record is found, the National System reports the current pack
state. If the pack record is not found, the National System may raise an alert. It will also raise an alert
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if a pack record is found, but the batch identifier or expiry date recorded within the system does not
match the exact value provided as part of the operation request. Please note that the system never
raises an alert based on an unexpected status upon verification. The system cannot know why the
verification is made.
When requesting state changes, a National System must locate the unique identifier within its
records and verify the current state of the pack. In effect the unique identifier is verified as the first
step of handling each state change request. This verification may result in alerts being raised. State
change operations can be categorised as follows:
•
•
•

Supply one or more packs21
Decommission one or more packs
Reactivate one or more packs

State change requests may originate from end users, including pharmacy and wholesaler systems, in
either the current or a different market, or from OBPs connected to the European Hub.
A decommissioned unique identifier signifies a pack that is not available to be supplied to a member
of the public. Marking a pack as supplied decommissions the unique identifier. However,
decommission operations are generally considered to be those requests that request a change of the
pack state to one of the following states:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exported22
Sample
Free Sample
Destroyed
Stolen
Locked23
Checked-Out24

It is expected that the EMVS will be extended at a future time to support an additional
decommissioned state for clinical trial packs (transfer of packs to the clinical trial supply chain).
Other decommissioned states may also be supported.

12.

Alert Definitions

This section provides the definitions of alerts raised by the EMVS. This includes alerts for Potential
Suspect Falsification packs, and also a small number of additional alerts. Most alerts are associated
with a single unique identifier. This is always the case if the alert is for a potential falsified pack. For
bulk-of-pack operations, alerts will be raised for individual packs within the bulk-of-packs.
21

Some markets allow wholesalers to supply packs in certain circumstances.
This state represented the export of a pack beyond countries that support the EMVS.
23
This is a special case of decommissioning. It temporarily prevents a pack from being available to supply.
24
This state change may only be requested by parallel distributors via the European Hub.
22
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Most alert types described in this section result in the generation of an alert categorised as an #A99
Possible Falsified Pack alert. Each #A99 alert contains a UPRC and the pack identifiers (product code
and serial number) for the pack associated with the alert, together with an additional message
indicating the reason for the alert. The tables below define each of these messages, their root
causes, other notified parties (notified by the European Hub) and any expectations that the EMVO
has regarding processes that should be triggered by the alert.

12.1 Potential Falsified Pack Exceptions
This section documents Level 5 alerts that indicate Potential Suspect Falsification packs.
#A2: Batch Not Found
Description:
Indicates that the supplied batch number is unknown. This exception
may occur in the European Hub when a National System performs an
IMT request or when an OBP performs a request. In this second case, the
alert may be received by a different OBP than the one that initiated the
transaction25. This exception can also occur in a National System when
an attempt is made to recall or update an unknown batch. However, the
National System does not create an alert notification.
Events:
• An end-user performs a single pack request and tries to:
o Verify a pack,
o Mark a pack as supplied,
o Decommission a pack for another reason, or
o Reactivate a decommissioned pack
and
o The product code is not found in the National System
but is found in the European Hub (via IMT), but the
batch identifier is not found in the European Hub, or
o The product code is found in the National System but
the batch identifier is not found in the National System
or the European Hub (via IMT)26.
•

An OBP tries to:
o Verify one or more unique identifiers, or
o Update the state of one or more packs, or
o Update product pack data
and
o The product code is found in the European Hub, but the
batch identifier is not found in the European Hub.

25

In case an OBP with the parallel distributor role tries to execute an operation and the European Hub does
not have the information about the batch.
26
See Appendix D: IMT and Retrospective Uploading. At the time of writing, this event only arises in Solidsoft
Reply National Systems.
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•
•

The pack may be falsified.
The manufacturer may have failed to upload the product pack
data to the European Hub.
• Scanner or client system software may not function correctly.
• A user may have manually entered an incorrect batch identifier.
• The manufacturer may have printed the unique identifier
incorrectly.
Yes, if the transaction is initiated in a National System.
Yes, if the transaction is initiated in a National System.
Yes
Yes

Table 11: Batch Not Found Alert

#A3: Pack Not Found
Description:
Indicates that the supplied serial number cannot be found. This exception
can only occur in a National System. It can occur when an attempt is made
to verify a unique identifier or to update the state of a pack.

Events:

The exception only occurs if the product code exists within the EMVS.
• An end-user tries to:
o Verify a pack,
o Mark a pack as supplied,
o Decommission a pack for another reason, or
o Reactivate a decommissioned pack
and
o The product code and batch identifier (if provided) are
found in the National System but the serial number is not
found, or
o The product code is not found in the National System but is
found in the European Hub (via IMT) together with the
batch identifier, but the serial number is not found in
another National System.
•

An OBP tries to:
o Verify one or more unique identifiers, or
o Update the state of one or more packs
and
o The product code is found in the European Hub together
with the batch identifier, but the serial number is not found
in another National System.
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The pack may be falsified.
The manufacturer may have failed to upload the pack data to the
European Hub.
The European Hub may have been unable to upload the pack data
to any National System.
Scanner or client system software may not function correctly.
A user may have manually entered an incorrect pack serial number.
The pack may have expired more than 12 months previously, or a
period greater than five years may have elapsed after the product
has been released for sale or distribution, whichever is the longer
period, and the pack identifier has been removed from the EMVS.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 12: Pack Not Found Alert
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#A68: Batch Number Mismatch
Description:
Indicates that the supplied batch (lot) identifier does not match the batch
identifier recorded in the EMVS for the given product code and serial
number. This exception can only occur in a National System when an
attempt is made to verify a unique identifier or to update the state of a
pack. In the case of a bulk-of-pack transaction, separate exceptions are
generated for each unique identifier in the request. It should be noted that
for this alert to be raised, the national system must hold the information of
the combination of the product code and serial number.
• An end-user tries to:
Events:
o
o
o
o

Verify a pack,
Mark a pack as supplied,
Decommission a pack for another reason, or
Reactivate a decommissioned pack

o

The batch (lot) identifier reported to the National System does not
match the batch (lot) identifier recorded in the EMVS for the same
product code and serial number.

and

•

•
•

Root causes:

•
•
•
•

•
Escalated to
NMVO:
Sent to European
Hub:
Escalated to OBP:
Escalated to EMVO:

An OBP tries to:
o Verify one or more unique identifiers, or
o Update the state of one or more packs
and
o The batch (lot) identifier reported to the European Hub does not
match the batch (lot) identifier recorded in a National System for
the same product code and serial number.
The pack may be falsified.
The manufacturer may have uploaded incorrect pack details to the
European Hub.
The manufacturer may have printed incorrect pack identifier data in the 2D
barcode.
The manufacturer may have printed incorrect pack identifier data in
human-readable format.
Scanner or client system software may not function correctly.
A user may have manually entered an incorrect batch ID. 27
In the event the operation is initiated by an OBP, a data integrity issue may
exist in one of the systems.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 13: Batch Number Mismatch Alert

27

In manual data entry scenarios, users need only enter the product code and serial number. However, the
National System will validate the batch identifier and expiry date if they are provided.
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Indicates that the supplied expiry date does not match the expiry date
recorded in the EMVS for the given batch identifier28. This exception generally
occurs in a National System when an attempt is made to verify a unique
identifier or to update the state of a pack.
It should be noted that for this alert to be raised, the national system must
hold the information of the combination of the product code and serial
number.
• An end-user tries to:
o Verify a pack,
o Mark a pack as supplied,
o Decommission a pack for another reason, or
o Reactivate a decommissioned pack
and
o The expiry date reported to the National System does not match
the expiry date recorded in the EMVS for the batch.
•

•
•

Root causes:

•
•
•
•
Escalated to
NMVO:
Sent to European
Hub:
Escalated to OBP:
Escalated to
EMVO:

EMVS Alerts and Notifications
Effective Date
06/MAR/2020

An OBP tries to:
o Verify one or more unique identifiers, or
o Update the state of one or more packs
and
o The expiry date reported to the European Hub does not exact
match the expiry date recorded for the batch. This test is
performed by a National System.
The pack may be falsified.
The manufacturer may have uploaded incorrect pack details to the
European Hub.
The manufacturer may have printed incorrect pack identifier data in
the 2D barcode.
The manufacturer may have printed incorrect pack identifier data in
human-readable format.
Scanner or client system software may not function correctly.
A user may have manually entered an incorrect expiry date29.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

28

The system reports a mismatch whenever the expiry date provided by the client system fails to match the
expiry date recorded by the EMVS. This alert does not indicate that the pack has expired. According to the
URS, if the pack has been ‘re-lifed’, the system will check the original expiry date. However, at the time of
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Table 14: Expiry Date Mismatch Alert

#A32: Duplicate Serial Number30
Description:
Indicates that two or more packs in a bulk-of-pack request share
identical product codes and serial numbers. This exception only occurs
when performing bulk-of-pack operations. Potential falsified pack
alerts are only raised in National Systems.
Events:
• An end-user tries to:
o Verify a list of packs,
o Mark each pack in a list as supplied,
o Decommission each pack in a list for another reason,
or
o Reactivate a list of decommissioned packs
and
o The list of packs contains two or more packs with
identical product codes and serial numbers.
Root causes:
• The bulk-of-pack request may contain data for Potential
Suspect Falsification packs.
• The wholesaler or pharmacist have failed to provide a list of
packs containing unique pack identifiers only.
Escalated to NMVO:
Yes
Sent to European Hub:
No
Escalated to OBP:
No
Escalated to EMVO:
No
Table 15: Duplicate Serial Number Alert

#A7: Pack Already In Requested State
Description:
Indicates that an attempt has been made to change the state of a
pack when the pack is already in that state (the same as the requested
one). If the National System determines that the attempt is suspicious
based on rules defined by the stakeholders, it raises an alert.
Events:
• An end-user tries to mark a pack as supplied and:
o The pack that was previously supplied at another
location, or
o Too many requests have been made to mark the same
pack as supplied31.
writing, no explicit functionality has been specified or implemented in the European Hub to support re-lifing of
packs.
29
See footnote 27.
30
The #A32 error can also occur when the OBP tries to upload a pack that already exists in the national system.
In this case, the OBP is notified via the call-back service but no alert is raised.
31
The system supports multiple dispense requests for a single pack at a single location in order to cater for
scenarios where a pack is part-dispensed (e.g., pack-splitting or dispense form bulk). The threshold value for
so-called ‘double dispense’ is set at the market level. A pharmacist may mark the same pack as dispensed
multiple times at the same location up to this threshold. It is only ever necessary to mark a pack as supplied
once. An alert is only raised if too many attempts to dispense it are detected.
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#A7: Pack Already In Requested State
• An OBP, end-user tries to decommission a pack for any other
reason than marking it as supplied and the pack identifier is
already decommissioned and in the same state.
• An OBP tries to mark a pack as supplied and that pack was
previously supplied by another OBP, wholesaler or
pharmacist.
Root causes:
• The pack may be falsified.
• The pack was previously marked as supplied at another
location. This may be in the same market, or in another
market.
• A pharmacy requests that a pack is marked as supplied too
many times at the same location.
• The pack identifier was previously decommissioned for any
reason, and another attempt was made to decommission it.
Escalated to NMVO:
Yes
Sent to European Hub:
Yes
Escalated to OBP:
Yes
Escalated to EMVO:
Yes
Table 16: Pack Already in Requested State Alert

#A24: Status Change Could Not Be Performed32
Description:
Indicates that an attempt has been made to change the state of a
pack when the pack is in another state. If the National System
determines that the attempt is suspicious based on rules defined by
the stakeholders, it raises an alert.
Suspicious activities include attempts to:
• Mark a pack as supplied when the unique identifier is
decommissioned.
• Decommission a unique identifier for a pack that is marked
as supplied.
If an attempt is made to reactivate a pack which was previously
marked as destroyed or stolen, the National System does not treat
this as suspicious, and no alert is raised.

32

Not all status change that result in an #A24 may raise an alert. In case a pack change is not allowed because the pack change is simply
not defined in the URS as possible, the operation shall not trigger an alert. This can be exemplified by the event where an attempt to
reactivate a stolen pack is initiated.
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#A24: Status Change Could Not Be Performed32
Events:
• An OBP, end-user tries to mark a pack as supplied and the
pack is currently decommissioned for any other reason than
marking it as supplied.
• An OBP, end-user tries to decommission a pack
for any other reason than marking it as supplied and the
pack is currently marked as supplied.
• An OBP, end-user tries to decommission a pack that is
already decommissioned to a different state.
Root causes:
• The pack may be falsified.
• An incorrect attempt was made to decommission a pack
identifier for a pack that is already marked as supplied.
• An incorrect attempt was made to supply a pack whose
identifier has already been decommissioned.
Escalated to NMVO:
Yes
Sent to European Hub:
Yes
Escalated to OBP:
Yes
Escalated to EMVO:
Yes
Table 17: Status Change Could Not Be Performed Alert
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12.2 Randomisation Errors
The EMVS defines #A54 to represent the detection of insufficient randomisation of serial numbers.
As the party responsible for maintenance of data quality within its systems, the EMVS includes
checks to ensure that serial numbers for each product maintain a sufficient quality of randomisation.
The Delegated Regulation requires that the probability that a serial number can be guessed shall be
negligible and in any case be lower than one in ten thousand. The European Hub implements checks
on a per-upload basis to detect insufficient randomisation quality. In addition, National Systems
check randomisation quality using the whole range of serial numbers for the batch. This check is
associated with the processing of product pack data received from the European Hub. NMVOs are
may be alerted when insufficient randomisation is detected33. The exception is passed back to the
European Hub which notifies the EMVO and the OBP via the callback service. The upload of pack and
batch data is still possible in this circumstance. The #A54 is an exception which informs the OBP
about the randomisation of the serial numbers uploaded to the data repositories as foreseen by the
Delegated Regulation.
#A54: Insufficient Randomisation Of Serial Numbers
Description:
During the distribution of product pack data by the European Hub to a
National System, a data check executed on the National System
indicates that the range of serial numbers for the given product exhibits
insufficient randomisation with respect to the legal requirements stated
in the Delegated Regulation.
Event:
A data check performed by the National System on data for a single
product associated with one or more product packs uploaded by the
European Hub fails.
Escalated to NMVO
Yes
Sent to European Hub:
Yes
Escalated to OBP:
No34
Escalated sent to EMVO: Yes
Process specified by
The EMVO works with the Manufacturer to identify the reason for
EMVO:
failed data check (i.e. which randomisation quality check failed).
Table 18: Insufficient Randomisation of Serial Numbers Alert

12.3 Unknown Errors
The EMVS defines #A66 as a special alert code for ‘unknown’ errors. This alert code is used when a
National System needs to escalate events that are not yet implemented by the European Hub. By
definition, the URS does not specify any further details for unknown errors. However, it does identify
one potential context in which they may be required. If during the distribution of product pack data
by the European Hub to a National System, the National System executes a data check that fails, an
#A66 alert may be raised and escalated to the European Hub. In addition, the alert may be sent to

33

The National System may be able to send a notification to the NMVO when insufficient randomisation is detected, if required. Currently,
only the blueprint systems operated by Solidsoft Reply have this exception to be notified.
34
When OBPs upload the data, the OBP is told of the randomisation error from the National System. Therefore, there is no need to send
the OBP the same message by two different ways.
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the NMVO. At the time of writing, no data checks resulting in an instance of an #A66 alert have been
identified35.
#A66: Unknown Error
Description:

Event:

Escalated to NMVO
Sent to European Hub:
Escalated to OBP:
Escalated sent to EMVO:

During the distribution of product pack data by the European Hub
to a National System, a data check executed on the National
System fails. These checks may be related to an entire batch or to
individual packs.
• A data check performed by the National System on data for a
single product pack uploaded by the European Hub fails.
• A data check performed by the National System on data for a
batch of product packs uploaded by the European Hub fails.
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 19: Unknown Error Alert

There are no client system API responses associated with the #A66 ‘Unknown Error’ alert.

35

This does not imply that the National System fails to perform data checks, but simply that no checks have been identified which result in
‘unknown’ errors being escalated to the European Hub.
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Additional Notifications

The URS specifies a number of cases in which parties may be notified of additional issues as part of a
process implemented by the OBP or the National System service provider (system administrator). No
mechanism is specified in the URS for these notifications. The OBP or service provider may choose to
contact the parties directly via email or some other agreed channel. The EMVS systems do not
provide alerts in these scenarios.
Batch Status Not Changed
Description:

Event:

Process specified by
EMVO:

When the batch recall is issued to a National System, the National
System is unable to perform the required batch status change and
notifies the National System service provider.
The OBP transmits batch recall information and the National
System is unable to perform the required batch status change for
any reason.
The National System service provider investigates the issue. If the
service provider is unable to resolve the issue within an agreed
time period defined by SLA, they will inform the NMVO, the
European Hub service provider (system administrator) and the
EMVO.

Table 20: Batch Status Not Changed Notification

Product Status Not Changed
Description:
When the product withdrawal request is sent to a National
System, the National System is unable to perform the required
product status change and notifies the National System service
provider (system administrator).
Event:
The European Hub issues a product withdrawal request to the
National System and the National System is unable to perform the
required product status change for any reason.
Process specified by
The National System service provider investigates the issue. If the
EMVO:
service provider is unable to resolve the issue within an agreed
time period defined by SLA, they will inform the NMVO, the
European Hub service provider (system administrator) and the
EMVO.
Table 21: Product Status Not Changed Notification

From 9th February 2019, end-users have a legal obligation to inspect the integrity of the antitampering device provided by the OBP as part of the outer packaging of a medicinal pack. If
pharmacists or wholesalers36 have any reason to believe that the pack has been tampered with, they
must not release the product for sale or distribution and must immediately inform the relevant
competent authorities.

36

Wholesalers are not required to physically inspect each pack for evidence of tampering. However, if they
become aware of any such evidence, they must comply with their legal obligations.
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Table 22: Pack Shows Evidence of Tampering

14.

Appendix B: Solidsoft Reply National System Op. Codes

The information in this appendix applies only to the pharmacy and wholesaler client system API
implemented by the Solidsoft Reply National System.
For requests made by client systems, each alert type corresponds to one or more API response
types. Each response type is identified by an operation code. For each relevant alert type, an
additional table is provided that lists the operation codes together with the description and causes
of the response. For alerts associated with pack states changes, the table lists the current pack state.
If a #A2 Batch Not Found exception occurs in the European Hub during an IMT and is returned to the
National System, the National System raises an alert. A #A2 exception returned by the European Hub
is logically equivalent to a #A3 exception (Pack not found). If the European Hub does not find the
batch identifier for the given product code, this indicates that the OBP did not upload the batch. The
serial number therefore does not exist in the EMVS.
National Systems should raise the #A2 exception as an alert. However, the Solidsoft Reply system
reports the alert to an end user as a ‘pack not found’ response37.
The following client system API responses are associated with the #A2 ‘Batch Not Found’38 and #A3
‘Pack Not Found’ alerts.
#A2 Batch Not Found and #A3 Pack Not Found
Op. Code Warning
Description
41020001 The serial
The serial number in a singlenumber is
pack request made using nonunknown. An
manual data entry cannot be
alert has been
found in the EMVS. The pack is
raised.
identified as potentially
falsified.

Cause
● The manufacturer has not
uploaded the pack data to the
European Hub.
● The manufacturer uploaded
the pack data to the European
Hub before all National
Systems were fully deployed.
● The serial number is
incorrectly represented in the
2D Data Matrix barcode.
● An error occurred in the
client software.

Table 23: API Responses For #A3 Pack Not Found Alert

37

This is logically consistent, but means that each ‘pack not found’ alert reported to end users may be
associated with either #A3 or a #A2 exceptions.
38
See Error! Reference source not found..
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The following client system API responses are associated with the #A68 ‘Batch Identifier Mismatch’
alert.
#A68 Batch Identifier Mismatch
Op. Code Warning
Description
41020003 The batch
The value of the batch identifier
identifier
provided in a single-pack
mismatches the
request made using nonrecorded batch
manual data entry does not
identifier. An
match the batch identifier
alert has been
included with the pack
raised.
identifier recorded in the EMVS.
The pack is identified as
potentially falsified.

Cause
● The batch identifier in the 2D
Data Matrix barcode is
incorrect.
● The manufacturer uploaded
incorrect batch data to the
European Hub.
● The manufacturer uploaded
correct batch data to the
European Hub but printed the
wrong data in the 2D Data
Matrix on the physical pack
● An error occurred in the
client software.

Table 24: API Responses For #A68 Batch Identifier Mismatch Alert

The following client system API responses are associated with the #A52 ‘Expiry Date Mismatch’ alert.
#A52 Expiry Date Mismatch
Op. Code Warning
41020005 The expiry date
mismatches the
recorded expiry
date. An alert
has been raised.

Description
The value of the expiry date
provided for a single pack made
using non-manual data entry
does not match the expiry date
included with the pack identifier
recorded in the EMVS. The pack
is identified as potentially
falsified.

Cause
● The expiry date in the 2D
Data Matrix barcode is
incorrect.
● The manufacturer uploaded
incorrect batch data to the
European Hub.
● The manufacturer uploaded
correct batch data to the
European Hub but printed the
wrong data in the 2D Data
Matrix on the physical pack
● An error occurred in the
client software.

Table 25: API Responses For #A52 Expiry Date Mismatch Alert
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The following client system API responses are associated with the #A32 ‘Duplicate Serial Number’
alert.
#A32 Duplicate Serial Number
Op. Code Warning
52120000 Duplicate serial
numbers
provided. An
alert has been
raised.

Description
A bulk-of-pack request contains
duplicate serial numbers for the
same product code.

Cause
● The client software allows
duplicate packs in a bulk-ofpack request.
● An error occurred in the
client software.

Table 26: API Responses For #A32 Duplicate Serial Number Alert
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The following client system API responses are associated with the #A7 ‘Pack Already in Requested
State’ alert.
#A7 Pack Already in Requested State
Op. Code Pack
Warning
State
51020200 Supplied
The pack cannot
be
decommissioned.
An alert has been
raised.

51220200

Supplied

51220201

Supplied

51320300
51320400
51320500
51320600

Stolen
Destroyed
Sample
Free
Sample
Locked
Exported

51320700
51320800

Description

A request to decommission a
single pack initiated an
Intermarket transaction, and
the request could not be
fulfilled due to a
NMVS_NC_PCK_19 response
returned by an Arvato
fulfilling National System.
The pack is identified as
potentially falsified.
The pack cannot A request to supply a single
be supplied. An
pack could not be fulfilled by
alert has been
the National System in
raised.
accordance with its business
rules. The pack is identified
as potentially falsified.
The pack was
A request was made to
previously
supply a single pack. The
supplied at this
pack identifier was found and
location. Too
the pack state indicates that
many repeated
the pack has already been
attempts. An
supplied many times at the
alert has been
current location. This is
raised.
assumed to represent many
partial supplies. The count of
the number of times the pack
has been supplied has
exceeded a threshold value.
The pack is identified as
potentially falsified.
The pack cannot A request to decommission a
be
single pack could not be
decommissioned. fulfilled by the National
An alert has been System in accordance with its
raised.
business rules. The pack is
identified as potentially
falsified.

Cause
The pack identifier
has previous been
supplied or
decommissioned in a
different (Arvato)
market.

The pack has already
been supplied at a
different location,
possibly in a
different market.
The pack has been
partially supplied at
least once at the
same location and
the number of
partial supplies has
exceeded a
threshold value.

The pack identifier
has previously been
decommissioned.

Table 27: API Responses For #A7 Pack Already in Requested State Alert
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The following client system API responses are associated with the #A24 ‘Status Change Could Not Be
Performed’ alert.
#A24 Status Change Could Not Be Performed
Op. Code Pack State Warning
51220300 Stolen
The pack cannot
51220400 Destroyed be supplied. An
alert has been
51220500 Sample
raised.
51220600 Free
Sample
51220700 Locked
51220800 Exported
51220900 CheckedOut
51320200 Supplied
The pack cannot
be
decommissioned.
An alert has been
raised.

51320300
51320400
51320500
51320600
51320700
51320800
51320900
51420900

Stolen
Destroyed
Sample
Free
Sample
Locked
Exported
CheckedOut
CheckedOut

The pack cannot
be
decommissioned.
An alert has been
raised.

The pack cannot
be reactivated. An
alert has been
raised.

Description
A request to supply a
single pack could not be
fulfilled by the National
System in accordance with
its business rules. The
pack is identified as
potentially falsified.

Cause
The pack identifier
has been
decommissioned.

A request to
decommission a single
pack could not be fulfilled
by the National System in
accordance with its
business rules. The pack is
identified as potentially
falsified.
A request to supply a
single pack could not be
fulfilled by the National
System in accordance with
its business rules. The
pack is identified as
potentially falsified.

The pack has
previously been
marked as
decommissioned.

A request to reactivate a
single pack could not be
fulfilled by the National
System in accordance with
its business rules. The
pack is identified as
potentially falsified.

The pack was
previously marked as
'checked-out' (repackaged) by a
parallel distributor.

The pack has
previously been
marked as supplied.

Table 28: API Responses For #A24 Status Change Could Not Be Performed Alert

The Solidsoft National Systems do also perform checks on the data provided in local operations
carried by an end-user. They prevent that malformed data is introduced in the EMVS. These checks
can be associated with the format in the batch or product code data, to ensure that the data is GS1
compliant and meets the standards expected by the system39. In case one of these exceptions occur,
39

These standards are clearly defined in the Article 5 of the DR
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the data does not even reach the system, preventing therefore false positive alerts from being
raised.
Sanity Checks Exceptions
Op. Code
Warning
61020007
The expiry date is
invalid.

Description
The expiry date used in the
request does not meet the GS1
standards.

Cause
● The expiry date in the 2D
Data Matrix barcode is
incorrect.
● An error occurred in the
client software.

61020008

The product code is
invalid.

The product code used in the
request does not meet the GS1
standards.

● The product code in the 2D
Data Matrix barcode is
incorrect.
● An error occurred in the
client software.

61020000

A batch identifier is
required.

The batch identifier used in the
request does not meet the GS1
standards.

● The batch data in the 2D
Data Matrix barcode is
incorrect.
● An error occurred in the
client software.

The countries operated by Solidsoft Reply are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Iceland
Ireland
Liechtenstein (shared with Switzerland)
Lithuania
Malta
Slovenia
Sweden
Switzerland
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Appendix C: Arvato National System Alerts

The information in this appendix applies only to the pharmacy and wholesaler client system API
implemented by the Arvato National System. The information is derived from the DOC-304008
spreadsheet available on the NMVO SWS web site under ‘Technical Documents’.
Return Code
NMVS_NC_PC_01

Description
Unknown
product code.

Notes
When you execute a verify or pack state change (all G100
requests) and get this return code, the respective NMVO is
notified (level 3 alert).

Table 29: API Responses For #A1 Product Not Found Alert

Return Code
NMVS_FE_LOT_03

Description
Failed to find a
batch for the
given data.

Notes
When you execute a verify or pack state change (all G100
requests) and get this return code, an alert has been
raised.

Table 30: API Responses For #A2 Batch Not Found Alert

Return Code
NMVS_NC_PC_02

Description
Unknown serial
number.

Notes
When you execute a verify or pack state change (all G100
requests) and get this return code, an alert has been
raised.

Table 31: API Responses For #A3 Pack Not Found Alert

Return Code
Description
NMVS_NC_PCK_20 Defined
timeframe
between setting
this property
and the undo
was exceeded.

Notes
When you execute a pack state change (all single pack
G100 requests) and the National System initiates an
Intermarket Transaction (represented by the Intermarket
flag in the response) and get this return code, an alert has
been raised.

Table 32: API Responses For #A4 Time Limit Exceeded Alert

Return Code
NMVS_NC_PCK_21

Description
Undo can only be
executed by the
same user who
previously set
the attribute.

Notes
When you execute a pack state change (all single pack
G100 requests) and the National System initiates an
Intermarket Transaction (represented by the
Intermarket flag in the response) and get this return
code, an alert has been raised.

Table 33: API Responses For #A5 Attempted Undo by Different Party Alert

Return Code

Description
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When you execute a pack state change (all single pack
G100 requests) and the National System initiates an
Intermarket Transaction (represented by the Intermarket
flag in the response) and get this return code, an alert has
been raised.

Table 34: API Responses For #A7 Pack Already In Requested State Alert

Return Code
NMVS_NC_PCK_22

NMVS_NC_PCK_06

NMVS_NC_PCK_27

Description
Pack is already
inactive.

Actual pack
status doesn't
match the
undo
transaction
(set and undo
status must be
equivalent).

Status change
could not be
performed.

Notes
When you execute a pack state change decommission
transaction (all G100 ‘Do’ requests) and get this return
code, an alert has been raised.
Exception:
If you attempt to decommission a pack but the response
specifies that the pack state is already INACTIVE with
reason "EXPIRED", "RECALLED" or "WITHDRAWN", then
no alert has been raised, even though the response
contains this code.
When you execute a pack state change transaction to
undo the decommissioning of a unique identifier (all G100
‘Undo’ requests) and get this return code, an alert has
been raised.
Exception:
1. If you attempt to undo the decommissioning of a pack
identifier, but the response specifies that the pack state is
already ACTIVE, then no alert has been raised, even
though response contains this response code.
2. If you attempt to undo the decommissioning of a pack
identifier, but the response specifies that the pack state is
INACTIVE for Batch or Product reasons ("EXPIRED",
"RECALLED" or "WITHDRAWN") but not for some other
pack state ("SUPPLIED", "EXPORTED", "SAMPLE" etc.),
then no alert has been raised, even though the response
contains this code.
When you execute a pack state change (all single pack
G100 requests) and the National System initiates an
Intermarket Transaction (represented by the Intermarket
flag in the response) and you get this return code, an alert
has been raised.

Table 35: API Responses For #A24 Pack Not Found Alert
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NMVS_FE_LOT_12 Expiry date does
not match the
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NMVS.
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Notes
When you execute a verify or pack state change (all G100
requests) and get this return code, an alert has been
raised.

Table 36: API Responses For #A52 Pack Not Found Alert

Return Code
Description
NMVS_FE_LOT_13 The batch ID
does not match
the serial
number in the
NMVS.

Notes
When you execute a verify or pack state change (all G100
requests) and get this return code, an alert has been
raised.

Table 37: API Responses For #A68 Pack Not Found Alert

Extra checks are also performed in the Arvato blueprint systems. In case the product code, batch
identifier, expiry date and serial number do not match the GS1 schema validation, an error in the
data transmission will occur.
The countries operated by Arvato are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Austria
Belgium
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Hungary
Latvia
Luxembourg (shared with Belgium)
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Spain
United Kingdom
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Appendix D: IMT and Retrospective Uploading

When a National System performs an Intermarket Transaction (IMT), it must pass the batch
identifier together with the product code and serial number. The European Hub uses the batch
identifier to resolve the list of target markets to which it distributed the batch data.
The list of target markets represents the markets in which the product is authorised for sale. This list
forms part of a Product Master Data (PMD) record. The list of target markets can change over time.
When an OBP changes the list of target markets, the European Hub automatically creates a new
version of the PMD record unless the OBP explicitly updates an existing version. The European Hub
transmits the change to the National System in each market.
Each batch is associated with the PMD record version that is current at the time the OBP uploads the
batch data. The Hub distributes batch data to each market in which the product is authorised for
sale at that time. If a National System holds the product code, but not the batch identifier, the pack
record may exist in another National System. This can happen if the following two conditions are
both met:
•
•

The product was not authorised in the market at the time the OBP uploaded the batch data.
The product was authorised for sale in the market at a different time. The National System
therefore holds the product code.

When a new market authorisation is introduced, or a new market is on-boarded onto the EMVS in
which the product is authorised for sale, OBPs should perform the following actions:
1. Identify all previously uploaded batches which have not yet expired.
2. Identify the versions of the PMD record to which these batches are associated.
3. Update the target market list on each identified version of the PMD record. OBPs do this by
explicitly stating the version of the PMD record they wish to update.
4. Perform a ‘retrospective’ re-upload of the batch data against the same version of the PMD
record the batch was originally uploaded against.
This will ensure that existing batch data is distributed to the new market. Therefore, the new market
will hold both the product code and the batch identifier, removing the need for the National System
to perform an IMT.
The EMVO has issued guidance and instructions to OBPs for performing retrospective uploads. This
is available in the ‘Technical Info Pack’, step 4.1 on the EMVO On-boarding Partner Portal. If all OBPs
follow these instructions, the only situation in which a National System will ever perform an IMT is
where the product code does not exist in the National System.
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Appendix E: Alert Message

The behaviour of National Systems in cases where the product code exists but the batch identifier is
not found is not defined in the URS but may occur if an OBP has not performed retrospective
uploads as requested. At the time of writing the Solidsoft Reply system performs an IMT in these
circumstances.
Alert Field

Description

Mandatory/Optional

Error Code

Error Code should be the EMVS error raised at the
source and not the generic #A99. (e.g. #A3 – Pack
Not Found)
Error message described the details of the message
that have been provided by the error code
Date is the date of the transaction that causes the
alert.
Time is the time of the transaction that causes the
alert in UTC.
The Alert ID is the unique product return code for
the alert.
Product Code is the product code from the pack
scanned.
Product Code Scheme is either GTIN or PPN
reflecting the type of product code above.

Mandatory

Serial Number is the serial number from the pack
scanned.
Batch Code is the batch code from the pack
scanned.
Expiry Date is the expiry date from the pack
scanned
Market ID is the ISO country code from the market
originating the alert.
Client ID is the market unique and consistent id of
the client which initiated the operation and
resulted in the alert being raised. It can be either a
user connected with the NMVO or and OBP.
Manual Entry Flag is a true/false indication that the
data has been manually entered by the end client
Stored Batch ID is the batch code stored in the
database for the pack just scanned.
Stored Expiry Date is the expiry date stored in the
database for the pack just scanned.
Product Name is the name of the product held in
the NMVS database taken from the master data.

Mandatory

Error Message
Date
Time
Alert ID
Product Code
Product Code
Scheme
Serial Number
Batch ID
Batch Expiry Date
Market ID
Client ID

Manual Entry Flag
Stored Batch ID
Stored Expiry Date
Product Name
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Mandatory
Mandatory
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Mandatory
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